Students frustrated with fair

GET A JOB: Students say career expo did not offer jobs in their fields or in ideal locations.

LAKEISHA R. GRAY
DAILY EGYPTIAN

While students of all majors were welcomed to attend the Campus-Wide Career Fair '97 Wednesday, Bryanna Coles left the event disappointed.

"I talked to quite a few representatives, but I don't think they had any here that dealt with my major," said Coles, a junior from Springfield.

"I was told several times that they were looking for people more involved in the accounting field, even in administrative. Some were interested in political science majors.

Although there were about 85 companies represented at the event, Coles was not the only student dissatisfied with the lack of job prospects in her field.

"I was never interested in being an accountant, but it was the only field they had," said a senior from Chicago.

She noticed a lot of the companies in her field, although she was a business major.

SIUC plans enrollment strategies

TAKING ACTION: Official says interaction key to recruiting.

SHERRIE GLATZOFER
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Editor's note: This is the fourth story in a five-part series looking at aspects of SIUC international student enrollment. The previous stories of this series can be viewed on the World Wide Web at www.dailyegyptian.com.

The International Enrollment No. 4 of 5

The international enrollment has begun to take a turn for the worse, look at international student enrollment and retention efforts because of the alarming rate of decline in international enrollment at SIUC over the past four years. University officials say the number of international students enrolled at SIUC has decreased by more than

FIRST STEPS:

Negotiations started Wednesday for faculty union meeting.

WILLIAM HETFIELD
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Faculty contract negotiations began Wednesday when faculty and administration negotiating teams met for the first time to discuss issues that will govern future meetings.

Members of the administration and faculty negotiating teams met in the North Anne Annex and introduced themselves before closing the meeting to the public.

James Sullivan, SIUC Faculty union president, said introductions are the first step of the negotiation process.

"We want to establish a sense of mutuality and trust," Sullivan said. "We want to open a dialogue that will create wise outcomes that will benefit the University.

William Cupic, head of the administration's negotiating team, said on the agenda were discussions about ground rules that will establish protocol for future meetings and discussions about the distribution of information to the media and the public as well as the time, date and place of future meetings.

"We don't know how difficult it will be to establish these rules," Cupic said before the meeting.

ACROSS THE BOARD: Negotiating team members for the administration and the faculty get ready to begin the first of contract negotiations Wednesday.

"But hopefully we will have an agreement on a general set of ground rules," Cupic could not be reached for comment after the meeting.

The following are the faculty union negotiating team.

SEE UNION PAGE 5

It's only just begun
CALENDAR

**TODAY:**
- Sunny, winds 10-15 mph
- Low: 63

**FRIDAY:**
- Mostly cloudy, possible min High: 68
- Low: 59

**SATURDAY:**
- Dry, sunny
- HIgh: 62
- Low: 44

**CALENDAR POLICY**
The deadline for Calendar items is noon Wednesday. Items are published at the discretion of the editor. The items include dates, plus and minus events, admission cost and source of the event, and the name and phone of the person submitting the item. Items should be e-mailed to the Daily Egyptian at Calendar@siuc.edu. All calendar information will appear on the TV WEEK.

**Upcoming Events**
- Spring break begins at 3 p.m. on April 15, 2017.
- Spring break ends at 5 p.m. on April 23, 2017.
- Easter holidays begin at 7:30 a.m. on April 17, 2017.
- Easter holidays end at 5 p.m. on April 21, 2017.
- Final exam week begins at 3 p.m. on April 24, 2017.
- Final exams end at 10 a.m. on May 3, 2017.
- Commencement begins at 9 a.m. on May 6, 2017.

**Weather Forecast**
- Sunny, winds 10-15 mph
- High: 62
- Low: 44

**Mostly cloudy, possible rain**

**Weather Map**

**Forecast for southern Illinois**

**A.S.A.**
- A.S.A. Weather Service

**For more information**
- For more information, call 536-3311.

**University Calendar**
- For more information, call 536-3311.

**Student Trustee Elections**
- Petitions available today
- In the GPC Office
- 3rd Floor
- Student Center
- Petitions are due Weds. April 3 by 4 p.m.
- Write in candidates will not be permitted

**Community Calendar**
- For more information, call 536-3311.

**DAILY EGYPTIAN**
- For online details, visit kentara.org

**Student News**
- For more information, call 536-3311.

**Advertise**
- ON OUR BACK PAGE
- CALL 536-3311

**YOUR AD HERE WITH THE**

**SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP**

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you can still catch up to this summer. Students attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week course in leadership, apply now. You may qualify for a $4,000 scholarship and advanced officer training when you come back. In the fall, you'll also have the self-confidence and discipline you need to succeed in college and beyond.

**ARMY ROTC**
THE SMARTER COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit Kentara.org or call 453-7563
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Students relieve flood victims

HEAD ABOVE WATER:
Immerse power of nature, determination of victims among volunteers.

TRAVIS PAIN
Daily Egyptian

Jeff Pearce finally got a chance to put some rest after a long weekend of assisting flood victims in Shawneetown during spring break. Exhausted, he dozed to sleep Saturday night in a vacant spot inside a Sunday school room only to wake early the next morning to help the Red Cross move supplies out of the church.

Pearce is a junior in veterinary science and funeral service from Marshall. He is a volunteer with the Red Cross, Little Egyptian Network in Herrin, which is responsible for 23 counties in Southern Illinois. He spent time during spring break helping victims along the Ohio River, which has forced many Southern Illinois residents to relocate.

Pearce was raised in Shawneetown, which is about an hour's drive and is located southeast of Carbondale. Pearce is a student in the SIUC Army ROTC program, which has sponsored him.

President Clinton on Friday declared Alexander, Gallatin, Hardin, Macon and Pope counties federal disaster areas. Until the flood waters subside, the disaster cannot be estimated.

Pearce has been a volunteer for about a year. He has participated in flood relief and helping victims of single family fires.

"So many have been scared to death, scared and hounded because it shows how small we are compared to others. We do whatever we can," Pearce said. "Water, wind and fire are unimaginable things, and you have to be prepared for all possibilities and somehow defeat them."

The disaster has taken a toll on people as Pearce and his roommate and fellow Red Cross volunteer Chris Braden, a graduate student in forestry, parks and recreation management from Glenwood, have seen people devoured by their circumstances.

"The one thing that impressed them both is how people join forces to help out others," Pearce said.

"A lot of people say no one cares. But in disasters, people all pull together," Pearce said. "It takes you southeast things are not as bad as people make it out to be, there is still a lot of good out there."

It is that strength of character that amazed Claudia Blackman, an assistant professor in physical education and treasurer and coach of health and safety for Little Egyptian Network.

"I saw a home that was surrounded by water, and the people were floating back and forth," she said. "It was a five day out and they were sitting in lawn chairs not five feet from the waters of the Ohio River."

"They far from the house was a trailer with water up to the windows, and the people were floating in and out."

Blackman said the people were so relieved in their stand against the flood, and that determination became obvious when she arrived in Carbondale to work during spring break.

"We are doing it; we want to do it. And when we see people doing it, we see people doing it," Blackman said. "It was a shock to the system when we see people doing it."
Student: Simon's teaching job example of University hypocrisy

I met Paul Simon while waiting in line at the checkout counter of a book store last week. We talked for a few minutes while we waited to pay for our books, and then he bid farewell. It was a pleasant experience to speak with him; he has always been one of my favorite songwriters and is living proof that integrity and politics are not mutually exclusive practices.

But after our conversation I was left with a nagging question: Why did the University hire Paul Simon, the gifted stateman, writer and publisher?

It doesn't seem likely that he was hired to fill teaching vacancies in separate courses in creative writing, journalism, and political science, because even if those vacancies had existed, they could have been filled within their own departments simply by recruiting current professor's course loads at added expense. And besides, enrollment is shrinking, so there are fewer students in fewer sections.

Moreover, Paul Simon's limited teaching experience makes him an unpaid quantity in the classroom. Even in subjects such as government and journalism, where his many years of practical experience and knowledge would seem to be a great teaching asset, the introductory courses he teaches are designed to describe "the big picture," while general concepts are shaped at the expense of specifics and detail — precisely the things practical experience brings.

So while Simon may turn out to be an effective teacher and a great hit with students in the classroom, there was little evidence to suggest it when he was hired.

A much more likely explanation is that Simon was hired for his celebrity. SIU is a school desperately seeking credibility outside of Southern Illinois. And like most of us, SIU's administration sought out the fastest and easiest means available to achieve a goal.

So instead of improving the University's prestige and credibility through hard work by raising its admissions standards, making courses more rigorous and eliminating improper performance from its teaching faculty and students, SIU's administration chose the effortless way of attaining credibility: they bought it.

By creating and partially funding the Paul Simon Institute for Public Policy, the University hopes to share in the prestige and credibility associated with Simon's name.

To be sure, Simon is a boon to the University, and since both he and the administration agreed to its arrangement, what's the problem? The problem is that the administration's hypocrisy is boundless.

Universities are bureaucracies, and it is the nature of bureaucracies to preserve tradition and, when possible, to pass. Universities grow by increasing enrollment and issuing more degrees. Since SIU is a university, it would love to convince every eligible youth in the state that its degrees are necessary conditions to satisfying success and to envy. So the administration hired Simon, the celebrity, to improve the University's reputation, draw more prospective students, and increase the number of degrees it confers. Therein lies the hypocrisy.

Simon is a self-made man. He is a college dropout who has less formal education than some of the students he teaches, yet he has managed to achieve more public and private success than most people holding several degrees could ever hope to have.

His achievements in the newspaper business and government were created through industry and hard work, not formal education. Simon is more entrepreneur than scholar.

It seems strange, then, that the administration is trying to lure prospective students into degree programs with the celebrity of a man whose very celebrity was achieved without a degree.

Following Simon's example, bright youths should forge paths to success through hard work and integrity, foregoing college degrees, while the inept and unmotivated should fill universities. Simon's achievements offer us an instructive lesson that we should take to heart: A degree is nothing if its holder cannot think clearly and communicate well; and if it is just a memento if its holder can.

It doesn't matter if a degree is granted from SIU or one of the fiercely prestigious private liberal arts schools and character make people successful, not degrees.

But this is a point that the administration will probably lose, because it is antiboethical to its livelihood.

So Simon will raise his umbrella of prestige and credibility over the University, shielding it from harsh scrutiny.

But when Simon retires, his umbrella, fashioned from a lifetime of effort, will no longer exist, and the University will once again be exposed and confronted with a credibility crisis.

Take Initiative

Utilizing SIUC career services creates more job opportunities

Job placement is, arguably, one of the most important services a university can provide for its students.

Although the idea of a career fair sounds positive, SIUC is wasting time and money staging annual, college-specific career fairs that many students do not attend.

Only five of the University's eight colleges put on career fairs, and these events occur only once a year.

While the students who go to these fairs stand to benefit from them, the events are an awfully expensive way of providing a one-day service that is offered year-round by other programs. The price tag for one of these all-day events can exceed $5,000. That is a lot to pay for an even many students ignore.

This is not to say that a career day is without merit. Perhaps several University-wide events at SIUC Arena, aimed at all areas of study and all students, could be productive. There was a "campus-wide" career fair in late March, but not all majors were represented. If all the colleges pooled their resources, they could stage larger career fairs for less money and might be able to schedule more than one of these events each year.

By having several fairs that attracted companies seeking to hire diverse factions (or programs that need accounting majors to keep their books), SIUC would give students-who have filled class loads on the day of their college's event another chance to participate later. In the year. At the same time, these events would offer more job opportunities in avenues students may not have considered and would expose companies to potential employees in SIUC programs of which they may have been unaware.

There occasionally are campus-wide career fairs, but many departments do not take advantage of them; instead, they focus on more specialized events which, while potentially useful, are not enough on their own.

Even as they are now, career fairs could serve more students if those students were willing to be served.

Students preparing to graduate in a few weeks must take some initiative if they are serious about finding work. It often is not enough just to send out a couple of resumes and read the want ads now and then.

When students hear of career fairs, they should make every effort to be there, because they can make valuable contacts at such events. If they cannot attend these events — or if they attend but do not find jobs that day — there is another employer: University Relations. This department helps students with networking and job-hunting opportunities throughout the year.

If the students and the university are willing to do all they can to make SIUC's job placement efforts a success, those efforts will be a self-fulfilling prophecy.

If rookie alumni we can get into the job market, the more alumni we will see in positions to hire fellow SIUC graduates a few years from now.

Moreover, if our graduates do exceptional work once they are hired, they will improve SIUC's reputation. By improving the University's reputation, we can improve our recruitment rates, thereby attracting more high-quality students who will bring respectability to the name of SIUC.

This is a positive cycle that should be nurtured to the fullest extent of our abilities.

Job placement is a big responsibility, and it must be shared by all parties concerned if all parties are to benefit from efforts in this area.

"Our Word" represents a consensuses of The Daily Egyptian Editorial Board.

The Daily Egyptian, the student-run newspaper of SIUC, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
The Park District is levying $60,000 in minimum taxes this year, fiscal 1997, and reducing that amount by $20,000 increments during the next three years. In fiscal 2000, the district will levy no minimum tax.

Cole favors the tax abatement because he pays property taxes, along with students. Students may not realize they pay taxes to the Park District. "They do. in a roundabout way, through their rent, just not as direct fee property owners," Cole said.

Board member Phillip Lindberg said Cole, who will step down as chairman of the district's administration and finance advisory committee to take the board seat, will continue to be an asset to the district.

"I've noticed already (Cole) has an acute sense for budget issues," Lindberg said.

Cole's second-biggest concern is organizations that want Park District funding, most notably the Carbondale Science Center, which the district has partially funded since the children's museum opened in Carbondale.

"When you're removing $60,000 of your own income by eliminating the minimum tax, how do you think external agencies will be impacted in the grants?" Cole asked.

Regarding the lack of Cole's concerns in the Park District's image, the district last year proposed a 37-percent increase in its property tax levy, but the increase was substantially reduced after citizens complained at a town meeting.

"In the community, it's kind of bad because of taxes, and the community is sly on whether or not to have the golf course," he said.

However, Cole said the Hickory Ridge Family Golf Center, 2227 W. Glen Road, soon will generate more revenue for the district, and it would be unrealistic to try to get rid of it.

Cole will begin his term as a voting member of the board at its first meeting after Tuesday's election, scheduled for later in April.

"Each department should budget a job fair," Ronnie Whitehead, a senior in radiotelevision from Chicago, said it is the responsibility of departments to provide students with vital hiring information before graduation time.

"Each department should budget a job fair," she said. "That should be a part of the chairman's job. You are dealing with a lot of jobs that are hiring. It's like to know who's hiring before I spend thousands of dollars preparing and sending off my resume."

For those students who support that idea and believe it would be more effective, there is a note of caution.

"I would suggest that students understand that in order for each department to sponsor their own fair, it costs money," she said. "This could result in tuition fees being raised."
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FREE TRIAL OFFER

VALTREX®—2 pills a day for 5 days.
That’s easier than Zovirax.™

VALTREX is from the same company as Zovirax (acyclovir).

-1 day instruction
-2 pills for 5 days
-Starts working on day 1
-Effective against genital herpes
-Effective against primary and recurrent symptoms

Ask your doctor about VALTREX

Get a free trial offer for VALTREX...
Call 1-888-925-0005

Since VALTREX is only available by prescription, ask your doctor if it’s right for you.

See additional important information on the following page.

Valacyclovir HCl 500 mg CAPLETS

Ask your doctor about VALTREX

GlaxoWellcome
Vallacyclovir did not erasure latency or reactivation in rats at 200 mg/kg (8 mg human plasma levels). Pregnancy. Teratogenic Effects: Pregnancy Category B. Vallacyclovir was nonteratogenic in rats at 1000 mg/kg (40 mg human plasma levels). Plasma drug concentrations in animals were 3 orders of magnitude higher than the maximum expected concentrations in human plasma. Its use during pregnancy should be considered only if clearly needed for the mother. The risk to the unborn child outweighs any possible benefit to the mother. Nursing Mothers. There is no experience with Vallacyclovir in nursing women. Acyclovir concentrations have been documented in human milk. The milk to plasma ratio of acyclovir is 0.4 to 0.7. Because adequate experience has not been gained nursing mothers should decide whether to discontinue nursing or discontinue the drug, taking into account the importance of the drug to the mother.

OVERDOSAGE: There have been no reports of an overdose from the administration of VALTREX. However, if a theoretical high-dose relationship between acute renal failure and doses administered in clinical trials, the actual renal failure may occur when the gold standard 2.5 mg/kg/day of acyclovir is administered to incontinent patients who are being treated with high doses of acyclovir. The effects of acute renal failure on the gold standard 2.5 mg/kg/day of acyclovir were not evident in patients with gold standard 2.5 mg/kg/day of acyclovir were not evident in patients with acute renal failure.

Incidence (%) of Adverse Events in Herpes Zoster and General Herpes Study Populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Event</th>
<th>Valtrex</th>
<th>Zovirax</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nausea</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vomiting</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headache</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abdominal pain</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyrexia</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidence (%) of Adverse Events in Varicella Zoster Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Event</th>
<th>Valtrex</th>
<th>Zovirax</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nausea</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vomiting</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headache</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abdominal pain</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyrexia</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zovirax (acyclovir) capsules and tablets were administered to a total of 346 patients (213 Valtrex and 133 Placebo) who were treated for acute varicella (chickenpox) and 375 patients (223 Placebo and 152 Valtrex) who were treated for varicella zoster (shingles) in a randomized, double-blind trial comparing two antiviral agents, acyclovir and valacyclovir. The primary endpoint of the study was the duration of the characteristic rash of varicella, which was assessed using a visual analog scale. The median duration of the rash in patients treated with zovirax was 4.3 days shorter than in patients treated with Valtrex (p=0.001). The incidence (%) of adverse events in this study are shown in the table above.
"Above and Beyond: New Horizons"

If you are a minority sophomore or junior student and haven’t started thinking about your future career options, allow the Graduate School, the American Indian Association (AIA), the Black Graduate Student Association (BGSAS), the Hispanic Student Council (HSC), and the United Asian American Council (UAAC) to help guide you in the right direction.

‘There are a number of resources available on campus and off-campus to assist you in developing your career goals. These resources include workshops, seminars, and networking opportunities. It’s important to take advantage of these resources to ensure that you are on track for success in your future endeavors.’

You are invited to be our special guest at the Developing Scholars Program, a component of PROMPT (Professional Recruitment of Multicultural Professionals of Tomorrow), which will be conducted by current graduate students, faculty, and staff.

‘We look forward to welcoming you to campus and providing you with valuable information to help you make informed decisions about your future academic and professional goals.’

You will discuss the ins and outs of a career in science, the advantages of being a graduate student in the higher education arena, as well as clear up myths and misconceptions about test-taking and financial aid. You won’t want to miss out on this important information.

INTERESTED? Pick up an application in Woody Hall A201, fill it out, and attend a registration fee of only $2.50 (which covers conference materials and two meals) as soon as possible. You will be notified of your acceptance prior to March 26, 1997.

Due to limited seating, ONLY the first 24 students will be accepted. The registration fee will be refunded if we are unable to accommodate your application. DON’T MISS THE OUT! Let us introduce you to continuing your education with our BEST options.

News

Friday, March 29
Banquet: 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 29
Seminar: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

(All events held at the SIUC Student Center)

Door Prizes

Many prizes will be awarded, plus a chance to win a Refrigerator-Godrej Pronto.

Don’t delay! Make your reservations now.

Classified Advertising

Contact The Egyptian Classified Department

200 students each fall since 1993, and current enrollment is slightly less than 200 students. The University is experiencing a decline in enrollment, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education in 1996, with no apparent recovery in the top 20 in 1996.

Rhonda Vinson, director of international and economic development at SIUC, has never had to actively recruit new international students because it was one of the few universities in the nation active internationally. University officials are developing strategies for recruitment.

"Enrollment started dropping a few years ago, and last September I spoke at a conference at Iowa State University on international and Economic Development," said Dr. Vinson. "I have never had to actively recruit new international students because it was one of the first universities in the nation active internationally. University officials are developing strategies for recruitment.

"When the rate of enrollment began to drop, I decided to form a committee with all the full-time faculty offices in International and Economic Development to come up with a comprehensive program in 1995 to identify problems and recommend solutions."

"Based on that report, the office of International and Economic Development formed a list of articles to be taken in cooperation with other department on campus in fall 1996. The article conformed to the solution to the enrollment problem has more to do with people that program," she said.

Dr. M. Malinowski, coordinator for International Student Recruitment, and others have participated in recruitment fairs overseas, and they returned with more than 200 student requests for information about SIUC from Sweden and Finland in November. The following pages contain requests with personal letters.

Among the actions already taken to increase enrollment is the personal involvement of SUC students, faculty, and staff.

"The International Student Council has set up websites with students in other countries about SIUC," said Vinson. "And when they go home, they go to the website. They talk to students there.

"In our first year, we had one SIUC view book, the SIUC Website and the SIUC Website. We have expanded to include an international application to attempt to shorten the application process.

Kimball Vinson said, vice president of the International Student Council, said the response to the Websites has not been impressive as they expected, yet there is no outside information or about tuition and other services available for comparability.

"This fall, the Siuc student exchange program will institute a one-to-one exchange in which students may pay the regular tuition costs at a university in another country and come to study at SIUC. This one-to-one exchange is also open to American students.

"Vinson said many international students are not able to return to their university because it is one of the few universities in the nation active internationally. University officials are developing strategies for recruitment.

"One of the best recruitment activities is being in person, Vinson said. "And going to these events is a great way to show people what SIUC is all about.

"We also have a program that gives students 50% off their tuition costs, Vinson said. "We also have a program that gives students 50% off their tuition costs, if they pay the nonresident tuition. They can then go to that school and then two years at SIUC.

"This fall, the Siuc student exchange program will institute a one-to-one exchange in which students may pay the regular tuition costs at a university in another country and come to study at SIUC. This one-to-one exchange is also open to American students.

"Vinson said many international students are not able to return to their university because it is one of the few universities in the nation active internationally. University officials are developing strategies for recruitment.

"One of the best recruitment activities is being in person, Vinson said. "And going to these events is a great way to show people what SIUC is all about.

Wan said he is taking steps to meet the needs of international students through various activities, hosts families and student activities.

"In 1996, the University had two open houses in April and October for students enrolled in the CESL, with another slated for April of 1997.

"Recruitment and retention activities aimed directly at students include a scholarship program, a career center, and recruitment for Continuing Education in 1996. Students and faculty are operate separately from the University President’s office to focus on recruitment and retention.

"In response to the decline in enrollment, the Office of Research Development and Administration is organizing a conference to develop recruitment and retention solutions.

"The conference will be in September and will involve more than 30 other universities.

"Lowering more than 200 students in fall is a problem that Vinson said University officials because of the loss of diversity. She said, "We believe the problem of international enrollment is a challenge that will take time to accomplish."

"We believe it’s a problem that we are going to face in the next five years. The solution to the problem is lower.
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AN EVENING WITH ARTISTS
An Evening of New Plays, in which students direct students, returns to the Lab Theater.

STIR IT UP
The hot new band, Stir, graces Carbondale at The Copper Dragon Brewing Company.

PANTS ON FIRE
The new Jim Carrey movie, “Liar, Liar” provides a land to escape to, but the question is, “Do you really want to?”

Acting techniques used by movie stars are the same as the ones used by SIUC students. Glyph explores the intricate acting techniques of Meisner and Stanislavski. story on p. 4-5
**ground zero**

**Acid Flashback.** "Corrosive." A student art exhibition will have its opening reception 11 a.m. Sunday at the Douglass School Art Center in Murphysboro off U.S. Highway 127. There will be live theater performances, music and art everywhere. For information call Beth at 6 a.m. at 684-3727.

**Duo Jazz.** The Shyrock Special Events Series presents Ramsey Lewis and Billy Taylor to play original and jazz favorites April 13. In the eight years they have been performing together, their styles have grown to encompass and complement each other. Tickets are $15.90 with a $4 discount for children 12 and younger. For more information, call 453-ARTS.

**Flashback.** "Corrosive" a student art exhibit will have its opening reception 11 a.m. Sunday at the Douglass School Art Center in Murphysboro off U.S. Highway 127. There will be live theater performances, music and art everywhere. For information call Beth at 6 a.m. at 684-3727.

**Country Threesome.** Aaron Tippin, Doug Supernaw and the Kentucky Headhunters will bring their honky-tonk sounds to SIU Arena April 11. Tippin's blue collar music combined with Herrin's own Doug Supernaw and roadhouse blues boys The Kentucky Headhunters will rock the Arena. Tickets are now on sale - call 453-5341 for more information.

**Jerry's Damn Yankees.** Direct from Broadway, "Damn Yankees" opens April 15 at the Fox Theater in St. Louis. The musical, starring Jerry Lewis as Mr. Applegate, will play for eight performances. The story line involves a middle aged man with one wish: to play for the Yankees, and a deal with the devil makes it possible. Tickets are on sale now - for more information, call (314)534-1111.

**Fiesta Time.** The Students of Hotel/Restaurant/Travel Administration have a Mexican theme for Friday's lunch in the Old Main Restaurant. Dishes include Tijuana beef and corn chili, baja burritos and Mama Martinez enchiladas. Lunch is served from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. To make reservations, call 453-1130.

**Sampson Speaks.** Poet, essayist and teacher, Dennis Sampson, will speak at the Visiting Writer's Series at 8 tonight at Lesar Law Auditorium. Sampson teaches at Shelton State Community College in Alabama, and he coordinates a federal program for low-income first-generation college students.

**Just to mention.** Duet Oboe Maito blends Afro-Cuban jazz, eccentric beats and tap. The two women are backed by a rhythm section of Sean Lennon and Tim Ellis from Yoko Ono's band. Obo Maito's tour supports their EP, Super Relax. Director Michael Di Placido has lined up Tim Roth and Mia Wasik for his feature debut, "Animals." Roth will star as a cabby taken on a bizarre ride by three passengers. Guillermo Del Toro's latest film is about a graduate student who falls for a Irish folklore professor with strange extracurricular activities.

**Entertainment notes from here, there & everywhere:**

---

**NOTHING BUT LEVI'S**

SALE 24.99 LEVI'S® DENIM SHORTS FOR JUNIORS

Reg. 29.99, sale in progress; ends 6/2.

ORDER ANYTIME CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-834-1549

FAMOUS BARR
EVENING OF NEW PLAYS PRESENTS FIVE ONE-ACT STUDENT PRODUCTIONS

BY LISA N. PANGRAZIO
PHOTOS BY PAT MAHON

METAMORPHOSIS OF THE LAbORATORY THEATRE ONCE AGAIN HAS TAKEN PLACE FOR STUDENTS’ IDEAS AND CREATIONS FOR THE EVENING OF NEW PLAYS.

The Evening of New Plays has been a part of SIUC’s Theater Department for about 30 years to give theater graduate students the chance to direct student-written plays. Five one-act plays are written by students and then directed by students each year. The end result is “An Evening of New Plays.”

One of the plays, “Lost Rites of the E-bays,” written by J. Thomas Kidd, is about former college roommates meeting at the grave of their fourth roommate who died in a car accident.

Kidd, a graduate student in theater from Benton, said this was a personal experience of one of his friends, and he thought it would make a good production.

“These kinds of things happen to a lot of people every year,” he said.

“It is important to write and perform these kinds of things because people will learn and maybe understand a little bit more about situations like this.”

The first play that will open tonight was written by Lisa Lentini, a graduate student in theater from Cincinnati, Ohio.

“Ninon and the School of Gallantry” is a true comedy about French novelists attempting to aid the character, Ninon, a French madam.

“Ninon falls into disfavor with polite society when she fails to conceal her incestuous relationship with her son,” Lentini said.

“It was a true story, and I like to write plays about true historical things that people are not aware of.”

“The Window,” written by Stacie Craig, a graduate student in theater from St. Charles, and directed by Catherine Gleason, is about a young woman awaiting her AIDS test in a hospital.

“Peacocks,” by Amy Wells, a graduate student in theater, entails an engaged couple that has an abrupt meeting with a peacock.

“It took a lot of research on my part to do this play, but I think it will be a good production.”

Gleason did not just take a script and begin to direct it; she wanted to take time with the script and work with the playwright.

“That is the great thing about The Evening of New Plays, because you can have the playwright come to a rehearsal and see what that person thinks. She could say, ‘That is not really what I meant by that,’ and I can rework it,” Gleason said. “You can’t do that with Shakespeare.”

“Musik: The Elk Play,” written by Michael O’Connor, is about a graduate student in theater from Mt. Carroll, is a comedy about four college friends setting out to have their own private Christmas in the mountains.

The play exposes the emotions in discovering spirituality and morals.

“Last Rites of the Peacocks,” by Amy Wells, a graduate student in theater from St. Charles, entails an engaged couple that has an abrupt meeting with a peacock.

Kidd said theater is a way for artists to affect a group of people through performance.

“The good thing about theater and about ‘Lost Rites’ is I can affect people in a way that they may have been affected in real life.” Kidd said.

“It could be a release for people or a way to deal with something. That is what theater is all about.”

The Evening of New Plays opens tonight and runs Friday and Saturday, as well as April 3, 4 and 5 in the Lab Theater in the Communications Building.

Curtain call is at 8 p.m., and tickets are $3. For more information contact McLeod box office at 453-7589.
Act
Story By Tracey Taylor

So SIUC students are not on the big screen like Marlon Brando and Robert De Niro. There are no movie posters displaying their faces and names in bold color, and there is no big buildup to come and see their shows. But the techniques that the students at SIUC practice to become actors are the same as many of the hottest television and movie stars of today.

When most people watch television or go to the movies, they do not think about what goes on behind the scenes to prepare the actors for the parts. The everyday person does not watch actors and see what their techniques are or wonder who they have trained with, but many of the superstars have to go through the same rigorous training as any theater student.

When people see actors like Helen Hunt saying around in banner with Paul Reiser in "Mad About You," most do not recognize that she is using a technique called Meisner.

When Diane Keaton is so caught up in her scene partner on the screen that she almost seems to jump out of the movie, that is the Meisner technique. Names like Stanley Pollack, Robert Duvall and Anne Meachum can be associated with Meisner Theater actors because of the technique.

The Meisner Technique
The Meisner technique is a series of exercises developed to get realistic behavior from an actor.

David Krasner, a theater professor at SIUC, is a teacher of the Meisner technique.

Krasner uses a mix of the Stanislavski technique and Meisner to get the best results from the actor, but the Meisner technique is good because it is practical.

"It's a very good hands-on exercise in getting actors to relate," he said. "It forces the actors to play with each other in an ensemble atmosphere with energy and spontaneity."

With the Meisner technique, the actor plays actions and objectives, but the essential part of the Meisner technique is the repetition exercise.

The repetition exercise is when the actor uses a one-word repetition and reads the behavior of the partner. It is looking at the partner and saying what the actor sees.

"Read behavior," Krasner said. "Tell me what you see in your partner."

"Angry," says one actor. "Angry," repeats the other actor. The pattern is then repeated until one partner sees a change in the other, thus changing the word in the exercise. It can go from love to hate in a matter of seconds.

Krasner said there is one thing that stands out and makes the technique successful.

"The key to my technique is that you cannot control your emotions," he said. "You can only control your objectives and actions."

Julie Esposito, a junior in theater from Evergreen Park, said the one-action, one-objective exercise has to do with risks.

"An exar in my first one-action was an affair wearing a diamond ring. It went from love to hate in a matter of seconds, but the technique helped me change my feelings."

The Meisner Technique is a series of exercises developed to get realistic behavior from an actor.

Along with the Meisner Technique, SIUC's big part of emphasizing memory and repetition is the Stanislavskí technique. The Stanislavskí technique emphasizes memory and repetition. If a character has a particular habit or trait, the actor must remember it and use it throughout the performance. This technique is used to prepare students for the real world of acting.

"One of the important things is to bring a character to life in a way that others can relate to," said Alex Christopoulos, a junior in theater from Evergreen Park. "It's all about making the audience feel like they are part of the show."

While the Meisner Technique focuses on realistic behavior, the Stanislavskí technique emphasizes memory and repetition. Both techniques are essential for actors to succeed in the real world of acting.

"The most important thing for an actor to remember is that they are not just telling a story, they are living it," said Krasner. "You must be able to connect with the audience and make them feel like they are part of the story."
Passion, Experience, Vulnerability

Alex Chrestopoulos, a theater professor, said the Meisner technique is built on trying to create an honest performance. "What any good teacher is trying to get you to do is to build a real person on stage as opposed to a caricature," he said.

The Stanislavski Technique

Meisner is not the only technique the stars use. Along with Meisner comes Stanislavski. The Stanislavski technique, or "method acting," is a big part of the SIUC theater program. Stanislavski emphasizes exercises in emotional recall, effective memory and the method of physical action. Espósito uses the emotional recall to help her prepare for a character. "For instance, you did something completely embarrassing in front of a group of people, and recalling that memory makes you laugh," she said. "You take that emotional memory and apply it to a scene where you may have to laugh. It's a great tool for developing a strong character."

Chrestopoulos said that although some people think techniques like Meisner and Stanislavski are invasive, all actors need to have a sense of vulnerability. "Some people tend to think they intrude on an actor's personal lives, but an actor basically gives up their personal life the minute they get on stage," he said. "They are having deeply personal moments in public, otherwise the audience would be sitting there thinking they're phony."

Chrestopoulos said a lot of young actors do not have enough life experience to bring to their roles. "One of the things an actor brings to the role is his or her own experiences. Experience is the best teacher," he said. "Don't make acting dance. We have an art."

Krasner said acting is an art separate from all others and should be treated as such. "Don't make acting dance. We have an art," he said. "Our job is to touch people's lives. We don't cure cancer. We don't go to the moon. We affect people."

Although Chrestopoulos said the beginning and intermediate acting classes are a stepping stone, they are not enough to become a good actor. "Beginning and intermediate acting prepares a student to continue studying," he said. "One of the things the actor brings to the role is his or her own experiences. Experience is the best teacher."

"The Stanislavski technique is important," Chrestopoulos said. "Every actor needs to have a technique whether it's Meisner or Stanislavski or anything. They should have a technique or something to fall back on."

Chrestopoulos said that although some people think techniques like Meisner and Stanislavski are invasive, all actors need to have a sense of vulnerability. "Some people tend to think they intrude on an actor's personal lives, but an actor basically gives up their personal life the minute they get on stage," he said. "They are having deeply personal moments in public, otherwise the audience would be sitting there thinking they're phony."

Chrestopoulos said a lot of young actors do not have enough life experience to bring to their roles. "One of the things an actor brings to the role is his or her own experiences. Experience is the best teacher," he said. "Don't make acting dance. We have an art."
STIR AND ITS EAR CANDY RETURN TO CARBONDALE, BRINGING REPRISE’S NEW GOLDEN BOYS, DARLAHOOD

BY BRET WILKINSON

FOUR THOSE WITH A MUSICAL SWEET TOOTH, STIR WILL BRING THEIR ROCK CANDY FOR ALL TO SAMPLE WHEN THEY ALONG WITH MOUTH-WATERING OTHERS DARLAHOOD, COME TO CARBONDALE FRIDAY.

Tracks “Looking For” and “Safe” from Stir’s self-titled debut album have been bombarding the airwaves of alternative rock stations across the country and have spread the band’s unique sound far beyond the St. Louis area where it originated.

It is difficult to compare Stir to any other well-known bands, but there is without a doubt a touch of the Dave Matthews Band in its instrumentation and possibly even a bit of Pearl Jam in the Eddie Vedder-like screams of vocalist Andy Schmidt.

Throughout “Stir,” gentle melodies in songs such as “Lady Bug” are successfully fused with the relatively hard-rocking tunes of “Nephew” and “Safe” to manifest an album that definitely is tightly knit and undeniably fresh.

While Stir promises a great headline show, do not plan to save money by sitting around and drinking with friends at home while the opening band plays, because if you do, you will be kicking yourself the next day for missing Reprise Records’ new golden boys, Darlahood.

From their debut album “Big Fine Thing,” Darlahood’s tune “Grow Your Own” has been seeing quite a bit of radio play, and rightfully so. Its catchy pop-rock face combined with its heavy guitar torso creates a body of sound that is more than tolerable.

Rhythmic guitar and insightful lyrics are the standout qualities of Darlahood’s tunes. It is music worth hearing.

Cindy Morgan, manager of the Copper Dragon, booked Stir not only because she likes their sound, but also because there is such a demand for their live shows.

“They seem to be a very popular band with the students,” she said.

“Many people have requested that they play here.”

“Don’t get into this area very often,” she said. “They played in Carbondale once last summer, but that’s it.”

"Hybridization - A Major Hidden Extinction Threat"

Dr. Dan Simberloff
Florida State University
Department of Biological Sciences

2:00 pm
Thursday, March 27, 1997

LIFE SCIENCE III AUDITORIUM (Room 1059)
RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
neither aspect works well on its own, much less together. As far as Carrey goes, if paid $20 million for his pure hysterics, the studio got its money’s worth. Perhaps the most unsettling reason that "Liar, Liar" doesn’t work is its agenda. A recent trend in family comedies has been to gloss over the serious issue of divorce and breakup of family structure with a patronizing, or worse yet, candy-coat the issue. "Liar, Liar" is burdened with some humor, but lacks any feeling for the reality of such an issue as painful neglect. Since when is a family comedy so regrettably bare of duality?

I do not know if this film will sell some need in the hearts of guilty divorced parents everywhere, for it seems to be made more for them than anyone else. "Liar, Liar" is much like its title suggests — one big falsehood.

The following video pick is stupid, yet honest and thoroughly tasteless — meaning it is a hysterical classic.

The film in question, "Night Patrol," also is honest, a quality not found in "Liar, Liar." The film does not care how low it goes, just so long as it gets a laugh out of you in spite of yourself.

To describe the plot is redundant, as most of the laughs come in such random and outlandish taste that you are bound to laugh at something, no matter how stupid.

**** * ***

VIDEO PICK: "NIGHT PATROL"

*** Flinda Blair

The following video pick is stupid, yet honest and thoroughly tasteless — meaning it is a hysterical classic.

The film in question, "Night Patrol," also is honest, a quality not found in "Liar, Liar." The film does not care how low it goes, just so long as it gets a laugh out of you in spite of yourself.

To describe the plot is redundant, as most of the laughs come in such random and outlandish taste that you are bound to laugh at something, no matter how stupid.

**** * ***

VIDEO PICK: "NIGHT PATROL"

---

FILM FINDS

by tim sanger

TRUTH ON TRIAL

One thing is for sure: There must be a whole lot of guilty fathers out there in Hollywood. They need self-assurance for their divorces and lack of quality time. They need to make films such as "Liar, Liar" seem to be a justifi-
cation and an apology. The film tells the story of a wacky divorce lawyer (Jim Carrey) who constantly finds himself making promises to his ex-wife and young son. On his fifth birthday, the boy makes a wish that his father cannot tell a lie for 24 hours. He is positioned by some hyperactive phantom, a stick that would have served "Liar, Liar" better if played straight.

Perhaps the most unsettling reason that "Liar, Liar" doesn't work is its agenda. A recent trend in family comedies has been to gloss over the serious issue of divorce and breakup of family structure with a patronizing effect, or worse yet, candy-coat the issue. "Liar, Liar" is burdened with none of the comedic timing that made that film such a hit and lacks any feeling for the reality of such an issue as painful neglect. Since when is a family comedy so regrettably bare of duality?

I do not know if this film will sell some need in the hearts of guilty divorced parents everywhere, for it seems to be made more for them than anyone else. "Liar, Liar" is much like its title suggests — one big falsehood.

CD capsules

by lisa m. paizoburn

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones

Let's Face It

Mercury Records, 1997

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones have done it again with their new release, "Let's Face It." Some bands do not improve or impress you with new releases, but the Bosstones have taken their happy-ska musical identity to a new level.

The CD opens with a danceable little ditty about luck and how or if it affects lives. The horns and the bass are the bomb in this album and I text It until you have to buy another one.

The title track sets the concept of people who are less fortunate than others and how lucky people are to have good lives. The title track gives listeners a taste of the Bosstones' opinions on racism, sexism and other prejudices. They sing about giving tolerance a chance and how important it is to be educated on a subject before you pass judgment. It is nice to note that serious topics can be discussed in fun music.

The horns and the bass are the bomb in this album. The music is happy, and the topics are worth listening to. Buy the album and listen to it until you have to buy another one.

*****

Violent Femmes

Add It Up

Slash Records, 1997

"This is Gordon of the Violent Femmes, and I have just been locked inside my house. It wasn’t my fault. My parents locked me in.

This disc may be a "Best Of" CD, but the Femmes are a band in which you want to own every CD it has out, and "Add It Up" is one of the best — obviously.

This disc contains the cheesy song that everyone — even those who are not Femmes fans — know as "Blister in the Sun." But it also contains "Cabbage," also is honest, a quality not found in "Liar, Liar." The film does not care how low it goes, just so long as it gets a laugh out of you in spite of yourself.

To describe the plot is redundant, as most of the laughs come in such random and outlandish taste that you are bound to laugh at something, no matter how stupid.

**** * ***
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TRUTH ON TRIAL

One thing is for sure: There must be a whole lot of guilty fathers out there in Hollywood. They need self-assurance for their divorces and lack of quality time. They need to make films such as "Liar, Liar" seem to be a justifi-
cation and an apology. The film tells the story of a wacky divorce lawyer (Jim Carrey) who constantly finds himself making promises to his ex-wife and young son. On his fifth birthday, the boy makes a wish that his father cannot tell a lie for 24 hours. He is positioned by some hyperactive phantom, a stick that would have served "Liar, Liar" better if played straight.

Perhaps the most unsettling reason that "Liar, Liar" doesn't work is its agenda. A recent trend in family comedies has been to gloss over the serious issue of divorce and breakup of family structure with a patronizing effect, or worse yet, candy-coat the issue. "Liar, Liar" is burdened with none of the comedic timing that made that film such a hit and lacks any feeling for the reality of such an issue as painful neglect. Since when is a family comedy so regrettably bare of duality?

I do not know if this film will sell some need in the hearts of guilty divorced parents everywhere, for it seems to be made more for them than anyone else. "Liar, Liar" is much like its title suggests — one big falsehood.
local CALENDAR 3/27-4/2

**THURSDAY**
Poch Penny
Hoodee Cats
Cooper Dragon
Kansas City Street Band

**SUNDAY**
No Sunday Listings

**MONDAY**
Cooper Dragon
NCAA Finals

**TUESDAY**
Shirlock
St. Louis University Jazz Band Concert
Hanger 9

**WEDNESDAY**
Cooper Dragon
Pole Star Dinner Theatre
All DJ Request Show
Shirlock

**UPCOMING**

**ST. LOUIS:**

**St. Louis: Mississippi Nights**
March 27
Feona Apple
March 28
Madeira
March 29
Duncan Sheik
March 30
Shir
April 1
Mortine

Riel Center (314) 968-1800
April 3
Faye cilburn WHITE
April 5
Kiss

**REGIONAL CONCERTS**

**American Theater** (314) 232-7000
March 29
REO Speedwagon
April 2
Sand Patty
April 15
Widespread Panic

**Hi Pointe** (314) 781-1149
March 1
Squire Gun
April 1
NO DEPRESSION TOUR

**Side Door** (314) 231-6402
March 29
DE Generation
March 30
Erib
April 1
Gus
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**UGS ELECTIONS**

**will be Wed, April 23**

**Petitions Are Available**
In the USG Office
3rd Floor
Student Center.

**Petitions are Due**
Mon. March 31 by 4 p.m.
For More Info
Call 536-3381

**USG ELECTIONS**

**will be Wed, April 23**

**Petitions Are Available**
In the USG Office
3rd Floor
Student Center.

**Petitions are Due**
Mon. March 31 by 4 p.m.
For More Info
Call 536-3381

**STIX**

**1$**

**ALL DRAFTS**

**DOMESTIC BOTTLES**

**SPEED RAILS**

**We Now Have MTN Interactive Trivia**

**Free to Play**

(Please Party Safely)

**Alligator Self Serve Storage**
Rt. 8 Highway 13 Easy
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 457 - 7867

**Student Summer Special**

**Access Now**
Rent Free Until May 1st

• Computerized gate access
• Individual door alarms
• Drive-in access
• Insurance available
• Variety of sizes

**Don't Leave This Summer Without It!**
SPECIAL EDITION! Improve your chances of finding the perfect apartment with our helpful renter's guide. Many landlords prefer applicants who have a previous rental history. For details, call 529-0639 today.

NO MORE HEADACHES! Only one application in 5-8 weeks by a100% Better Housing. 100% Natural Products, a money saving back. I did not even know till today. 488-2718 BAILEY.

FOR RENT FOR LEASE:

WAREHOUSE SPACE, 36x60', 1 story, includes kitchen, small bathroom, office, storage area, located in downtown area, $2,500, 3146 N. Main. Call 529-6767.

2 BEDRM APISO private residence, two levels, 1.5 baths, very clean, $350 bedroom, 502-672-2701. Call 410 W. 0k.

2 BEDROOMS FOR LEASE, 1st floor apt., furnished, near campus. Available now, 529-4717. Call 410 W. 0k.

ROOMS FOR RENT:

PRIVATE ROOMS, 2 at $563/month, 514 E. 124th. Call 529-4717.

RUSSELL COURT, 1 bedroom, furnished, all utilities included, $325, close to S.U., close to campus, call 389-2968.

RUSSELL COURT, 1 bedroom apt., all utilities included, $325, close to SIU, campus. Call 389-2968.

ROOMS FOR RENT:

ROOMS FOR LEASE:

HUGE 5 EDMUS DOWELL Drive, 2 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $375, 529-4717. Call 410 W. 0k.

LARGEST PET STORE IN THE AREA.

LARGEST PET STORE IN THE AREA.

HUGE SUMMER special, 1 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $325, close to SIU, campus. Call 389-2968.

HUGE SUMMER special, 1 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $325, close to SIU, campus. Call 389-2968.

HUGE SUMMER special, 2 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $375, 529-4717. Call 410 W. 0k.

HUGE SUMMER special, 1 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $325, close to SIU, campus. Call 389-2968.

HUGE SUMMER special, 2 bedroom apt., furnished, near S.U., $375, 529-4717. Call 410 W. 0k.
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**TOP C D A  L O C A T I O N S**

**684·4713.**

**ocation, lease,**

at 684·6862 or 549·0895

- **ONE BDRM:**
  - Spacious I & 2 bdrm furn ap, 684·2211.
  - 1 bdrm! $175-$220/mo & 2 bdrm
    furnished, 509 S W. St., unf., carpet, a/c, 549-0895 & 549-6990.
  - 2 bdrm BASEMENT opt, 910 W Byron, Rentals,
    529·1820.
  - **NEWLY RENOVATED,** 1 & 2 bdrm unf.,
    509 S W. St., unf., carpet, a/c, 549·0895 & 549-6990.

- **3 BDRM HOME:**
  - 3 bdrm, 509 S W. St., unf., carpet, a/c, 549-0895 & 549-6990.

- **1 OR 2**
  - **BDRM BASEMENT (3 bdrms, 509 S W. St., unf., carpet, a/c, 549·0895 & 549-6990.**

- **SPACIOUS FURN STOCK APARTMENTS**
  - with large living area, kitchen, laundry facilities, free parking, senior
    discount on rent,限m Lincoln Ave. W. of 1105. 529-6480.

- **CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES**
  - Now renting for Spring-Summer-Fall
    - 1,2, and 3 bedroom
  - 686-2011. 
  - One bedroom, pet, 529-1422.
  - or by appointment 529-1422

- **THE LIVING IS EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE!**

- **UNIVERSITY HALL**
  - It’s Not Just a Place to Live, It’s The Way to Live!
  - University Hall is The Best Housing Choice at SU!

- **ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT RATES**
  - 1 Bedroom: $2,760 to $3,000
  - 2 Bedroom: $3,470 to $3,850
  - 3 Bedroom: $4,200 to $4,500
  - 4 Bedroom: $5,000 to $5,200

- **UNIVERSITY HALL**
  - It’s Not Just a Place to Live, It’s The Way to Live!
  - University Hall is The Best Housing Choice at SU!
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---

**CLASSIFIEDS**

**TOP CLASSIFIED LOCATION**, 2403 W. Washington, Carbondale, IL 62903. 618-549-3623.

**APARTMENTS**

- **$1** Lower Rents
- **$2** Fully Furnished
- **$3** Washers Standard
- **$4** Free Parking
- **$5** 9.5 & 12 Month Leases
- **$6** Savings of $1,200 per Person
- **$7** More Furnished Condos

**WE HAVE 1206 REASONS FOR CHOOSING MOBILE HOME LIVING!**

**LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS**

- **OPEN HOUSE**
  - **Saturday, March 29, 1997**
  - **10:00 am to 5:00 pm**
  - **9:00 am to 5:00 pm**
  - **9:00 am to 5:00 pm**

**WE GOT IT!**

- **Four for fun... 1997**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**

---

**CLASSIFIED INSIDE**
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---

**GLASS MONEY MANAGEMENT**

**WE HAVE 1206 REASONS FOR CHOOSING MOBILE HOME LIVING!**

---

**WOODRUFF MANAGEMENT**

**WE HAVE 1206 REASONS FOR CHOOSING MOBILE HOME LIVING!**

---

**LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS**

- **OPEN HOUSE**
  - **Saturday, March 29, 1997**
  - **10:00 am to 5:00 pm**
  - **9:00 am to 5:00 pm**
  - **9:00 am to 5:00 pm**

---

**WE GOT IT!**

- **Four for fun... 1997**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**
  - **For $999.00 per month, IL**
PARKING/CARPORT, ELEC.

SERVICER-OFFERED

Steve the Car Doctor mobile mechanic. He makes home calls.

5/4/97, 154, 259.5.

Carpentry, Electrical, Plumbing, Repairs & remodeling very reasonable, all work guaranteed.

5/13/97, 154, 259.5.

SEDAN, TRUCK, BIG STATION WAGON RESPONSE TO CALLS 24 HOURS.

5/16/97, 154, 259.5.

ATTENTION STUDENTS! GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS NO DEPHTMENTS EVER $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE DUES FOR INFO 1-800-257-3834.

5/17/97, 154, 259.5.

10% OFF FOR VETERANS NO DEPHTMENTS EVER $$$. CASH FOR COLLEGE DUES FOR INFO 1-800-257-3834.

5/18/97, 154, 259.5.

12 PAGE PULL-OUT SECTION 4 COLUMN FORMAT

1/8 PAGE: $84.00
1/4 PAGE: $162.00
1/2 PAGE: $316.00
FULL PAGE: $608.00

A GREAT WAY TO GET NOTICED! SPACE IS LIMITED, SO CALL AND RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!

For more information, call:
358-3411, Ext. 217

Do University Breaks hurt your rental business?

The Dawg House

Carbondale's Premier Property Listings

can help you reach out-of-state renters and can be accessed over University breaks and other times when the Daily Egyptian does not publish.

Still thinking it can't help you?

Ask Pam at Schilling Property Management or Jason at Lewis Park Apartments and see if it has helped them.

Both have reported they have already been contacted as a direct result of being in The Dawg House

What are you waiting for?

Call Jeff at 536-3311 ext. 261 to learn more about the benefits of advertising your property online or to schedule an appointment to check out our demo internet website or stop by and visit us online at:

www.dailyegyptian.com/class

Are you scared of or unfamiliar with computers? Don’t worry, we will help you understand how computers can benefit your business.
A weekly cartoon strip

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury

THE DAILY CROSSWORD

Egyptian CD-R

Classical Touch Yourself...

Boo, Jr. & Co.

Flood Relief Benefit

Mother Goose and Grimm by Mike Peters

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Dave by David Miller

Rubes by Leigh Rubin

University 2 by Frank Cho

JUMBLE by Jerry fairness

The Daily Crossword
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Boo, Jr. & Co.
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Boo, Jr. & Co.

Boo, Jr. & Co.
A World of Training Focused on Children's Health

Dr. K.N. Shivaram, M.D., MRCP, Diplomate American Board of Pediatrics

Dr. K.N. Shivaram is a caring physician who brings a world of training and experience to focus on the health of children in Southern Illinois. He is a Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatrics and brings more than 24 years of experience to his practice which has served the people of the Carbondale area for nearly two years.

"I am proud to be a child health care professional and I bring my diverse experience to this area. As your pediatrician, I am committed to your child's well-being and care in sickness and am well qualified in doing so," he said.

As a parent and a physician caring for children, he understands the anxieties all parents face in caring for their children. Dr. Shivaram's personal philosophy stresses the importance of providing individual attention, easy access and efficient medical care.

"Easy access and good communication are critical," he said. "I am more than happy to discuss any childhood issue on the phone."

Dr. Shivaram's education includes extensive training in India including a pediatric residency in New Delhi, and he has completed additional training in England and Scotland. Most recently, he completed a two-year residency in Pediatric Gastro-entrology in Chicago.

That training includes education and experience in General Pediatrics, Pediatric Neoneatology and Pediatric Oncology. In addition to certification by the American Board of Pediatrics, he is a member of the Royal College of Physicians.

Oral & Maxillo Facial Surgeon
Dr. Gary D. Reinhardt, D.M.D.

- Extractions of impacted teeth
- Orthognathic surgery
- Tooth implant placement
- Facial Trauma

1275 B Cedar Ct. Carbondale, IL 62901
Phone 549-7621 for an appointment or consultation

New Family Practice
Stephen G. Terrill M.D.

- A BOARD CERTIFIED family practitioner is accepting new patients & children to the elderly
- SERVICES INCLUDE uncomplicated obstetrical care as well as all general health care
- BILLING AND ACCEPTING most major insurance participation in managed healthcare.

1111 Cedar Ct. Carbondale IL 62901
Phone 549-7621

Dr. Gary D. Reinhardt, D.M.D.

In Practice in Carbondale for over 23 Years
Specializing in
- Infections: Tubal Reconstructions
- Menstrual and Menopausal Problems
- Treatment of abnormal pap smears
- Gynecologic Surgery of all Kinds

1160 Cedar Ct. Carbondale * (618) 457-7821

Participating provider for GHP, Cigna, HealthLink, Emsi.
American HMO, BC/BS and most other insurance companies.
NBA coaches heads roll
CAGING HOUSE: NBA teams unloading head coaches quickly in troubled year.

PARKINSON continued from page 16
basketball, and I certainly feel he is deserving of this award."

Johnson, the Saluki pitching coach, said, "He dedicated his life to women's sports, and it reflects his promotion of basketball."

"It did a tremendous job, and it is one of the greatest honors someone could get."

In addition to his devotion at SIU, Pecoraro served as a commentator for Saluki women's basketball games. He also chaired the Selection Committee of the Saluki Sports Hall of Fame for six years. Pecoraro was elected into the Hall of Fame Aug. 31 immediately following his death.

Boycejohn, SIUC's assistant women's Sports Information Director, served as an assistant under Parkinson for a short time. Although Yeowigan was around Parkinson for only a short time, he saw a highly dedicated professional in every sense of the word."

"He did so much work for SIUC and all the women's sports, and he was the kind of person who can inspire the women to love and passion for promoting women's sports," McGowan said.

"I find it very hard to comment on his work. Not only from coaches at SIUC, but from coaches around the Missouri Valley Conference."

Pecoraro was long a friend and colleague of College Sports Information Directors of America, serving as a district coordinator for the CIDA Academic All-America Program. While at SIUC, Pecoraro served as a statistician and was recognized for his contribution accomplishments, a figure only exceeded by two other schools.

Several of Pecoraro's publications have been recognized by the College Sports Information Directors of America, including "In the Nation" and "Best in the District." His writing awards from COSIDA include "Third in the Nation" and "Best in the District."

Pecoraro is the second CIFD honoree and seventh overall winner of the award.

"I only wish he were here to receive it in person," Brechtelsbauer said. "He was a great tribute to all he did for women's sports, particularly basketball."
Saluki diving at champs today

NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP:
Wright faces top divers in nation in quest to become All-American athlete.

BRAD WEBER

For the second time in three years, a Saluki diver has reached the NCAA Championships.

Junior Alex Wright will begin his quest to become SIUC's second All-American diver when he begins competition today at the NCAA Swimming and Diving Championships in Minneapolis. The competition ends Saturday.

"My goal since I've been at SIU is to make it to the NCAA Championships. And now that I'm here, I want to make the All-American round (top 16 divers)," Wright said. "I think I can reach that goal, but it's going to be tough."

Wright, who was not expected to make it to the championships after breaking his foot at the MVC's, is fully healed and ready to compete, diving coach Dave Andrey said.

"Alex dove well early in the year and qualified for the zone meet, but breaking his foot at the MVC's really affected him mentally and physically," Andrey said. "He spent the whole second semester trying to get back to where he was when the season started.

"Now that he's back in the shape he needs to be to compete at the national level, he's going to compensate on making the All-American rounds."

Wright would become SIUC's third All-American in the last 10 years and the first since Rob Siracuso in 1996, if he qualifies for the round of 16.

"This is a perfect opportunity for Alex," Andrey said. "He's totally different level of competition and a different level of diving."

"I am really looking forward to see him compete at this level," he said. "He has a chance to do the best he can."

Pecoraro fills pitching void

MAN OF THE HOUR:
Fresnon hurler rises to occasion in wake of injured and suspended pitchers.

RYAN KEITH

Heading into the 1997 season with high expectations may have been too much to handle for SIUC pitcher Jim Pecoraro.

But in the Salukis’ first 21 games, Pecoraro, a freshman in engineering from Fairview Heights, has shown he can manage the pressure in becoming one of SIUC’s top pitchers.

Pecoraro has an 0-2 record with a 4.15 ERA in 26 innings pitched. For the sea-

1997 Saluki Baseball

son, Pecoraro leads the Salukis in appearances with 11 and has struck out 21 hitters while walking 13.

Pecoraro knew he could compete against the tough competition at SIUC.

"I was pretty confident heading in," Pecoraro said. "I have a quite a ways to go before I can be where I want to be, but I am glad to be able to help out so far."

Saluki coach Dan Callahan said Pecoraro’s composure and maturity on the mound have made him successful.

"Between his ability and his makeup, he does things that you don’t see a lot of freshmen do at this level," Callahan said. "Those aren’t simple things where I have been very pleased with Jim."

Pecoraro’s high school career prepared

SIUC’s Parkinson honored posthumously

MEDIA ACHIEVEMENT:
Former Director of Women’s Athletics was honored for her promotion of women’s basketball.

MICHAEL DEFORD

Former SIUC Women’s Sports Information Director Mitchell Parkinson still is being honored for his devotion to women’s sports.

The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) selected Parkinson Wednesday night in its posthumous award of the 1997 Mel Greenberg Media Award.

Parkinson, who died unexpectedly Aug. 20, took over as SIUC’s women’s SID in 1976.

While serving as SID, Parkinson played a major role in the expansion of women’s sports media coverage. Perhaps Parkinson’s most notable achievement was the establishment of the University’s first press policy and sports hotline.

Because of his devotion to SIUC Athletics, Parkinson was a likely choice for the WBCA Media Award, which is a national award presented to an individual from the media who has best displayed a commitment to women’s basketball and has advanced the role of the media in women’s sports.

The honor is named after Mel Greenberg, the Philadelphia Inquirer sportswriter who founded the Associated Press Top 25 women’s basketball poll.

WBCA Associate Athletic Director Charlotte Wedd, who hired Parkinson, accepted the award on Parkinson’s behalf from Greenberg at the WBCA Coach of the Year Banquet Wednesday in Cincinnati.

"Mitch was an excellent SID in all sports, but basketball was his true love," West said in a press release. "He was such a fan of Mel Greenberg."

Both were zealots for women’s sports.

PARKINSON

Saluki Night Special

1 small 1 topping & 1 can of coke $4.49
2 smalls 1 topping & 2 cans of coke $7.99
3 smalls 1 topping & 3 cans of coke $9.99

Valid 3-27-97 only. Not valid with any other offers. Valid at participating locations. Cannot pay all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

602 E. Grand • Carbondale